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Introduction

The tool of giving and receiving
feedback in today’s fast-paced working
environment is without a doubt one of
the most important mechanisms in
employee development. Yet,
organizations are still holding on to
formal review structures. When it
comes to receiving feedback, everyone
wants it, but few utilize it effectively as
a driver of change and development.
In fact, 80% of the Gen Y generation
prefer on-the-spot recognition over
formal reviews. Moreover, managers
can substantially increase profitability if
they receive feedback on their
strengths. Hence, the question arises
how to foster an appropriate process
to enable employers and employees to
effectively create an ongoing feedback
loop. As feedback is often seen as a
given generic structure, there is no
one-solution-fits-all strategy. However,
there are some considerations along
the way which may enhance the
effectiveness of giving feedback in the
first place. This report will consider 5
major pillars of feedback to
constructively answer the
aforementioned question.
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Our Methodology

Combined results and insights
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Our Insights
The right mindset

Humans have an innate need to learn
and grow but also an equal need to be
accepted and respected for who we
are. This balance is what causes
feedback to be an inherently emotional
process. Especially negative feedback
can cause strong detrimental reactions
in people ranging from defensiveness,
to denial, to reverting blame. These,
however, can inhibit one’s ability to
make constructive use of the feedback
and cause a company’s feedback
culture to turn bad. Since all learning
starts with being open to new
information and possible changes
based on this information, it is helpful
to get in the right mindset before
giving or receiving feedback. Framing
feedback as something positive will
reduce aversion against it. For
example, others can be regarded as
sources of data about performance;
data that cannot be accessed without
communicating with them.
Furthermore, people greatly differ in
their so-called baseline. Some are
naturally more optimistic and some

more subdued. This can influence how
feedback reaches and influences them:
those with lower baselines might not
be as motivated by positive feedback
as those with higher baselines.
Receiving, for example, negative
feedback can knock a person away
from their baseline, and it may take
some longer than others to return to it.
Knowing how you are ‘wired’ and
trying to understand others’
dispositions will help in interpreting
and giving feedback correctly and,
thus, in deriving positive growth and
development from it. It may be the
case, for example, that a message
completely throws someone off-course.
Messages along these lines can be
dangerous for productivity; being
caught up too long in regret or
mistakes will prevent active change of
the situation. In such a case, it is
helpful to encourage thinking of
feedback not as a roadblock but more
like a speedbump: an opportunity to
check oneself and to make changes
before straying too far from one’s
goals.
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Giving Effective 
Feedback
After having embraced the right goal
of feedback, the environment in which
the feedback is given needs to be
adapted accordingly. A forward-looking
and fostering appraisal environment
can be broken down to 3 main basic
principles:

Create safety and trust: Establishing a
comfortable environment in which each
person feels safe and valued. This is
especially important as feedback is
unproductive when the environment is
uncomfortable. People who receive
feedback usually only apply it about
30% of the time. By encouraging an
environment where feedback is seen as
a two-way conversation creates trust
among the participants. Trust goes
hand in hand with safety as it enhances
the possibility that feedback is
perceived as valuable.

Be tough, not mean: Trying to avoid
personal emotions and finding the
right balance between being indirect
and direct. If the feedback is too
indirect and soft, people will be
confused and won’t recognize what
feedback is given. On the other hand,
if the feedback is too direct, one will tip
the person into being defensive.
Therefore, one should try to give an
objective, direct, forward-moving type
of feedback.

Also be positive: Effective feedback
does not only focus on what a person
can improve but also what the
individual did well. Giving only
negative examples stimulates a

defense mechanism rather than
activating the reward center of the
brain. In fact, activating the reward
center by showing what the person did
well strengthens best practices and
simultaneously increases the likelihood
of feedback adaption.

Being too vague without examples

Not keeping it short and focused

Only giving negative feedback

Being personal and emotional

Delivering ultimatums or threats
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What feedback should not be: 

Specific and concrete with examples

Descriptive and non-evaluative

Consistent and fair

Supportive of personal development

Non-judgmental
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What feedback should be: 
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The MSC 
Framework Fjkldaf;ldkjflkdjflkdjflkjds;lfkjdlkfjd

fjoiewrfjelancwiejfdkasjlf;dlkfjad;sflkdajsf

Along these lines, giving effective
feedback can be fostered though
applying the “MSC” framework.
Therefore, while giving feedback stay:

Measurable: Start of by giving very
specific feedback and avoid using blur
or filling words. Especially specify what
you want to increase or diminish in the
other’s behavior. The receiving person
needs to know what you are hinting at
and how they can improve their
actions. Try to use situational examples
as much as possible to give your
feedback a sense of being
“Measurable”.

Situational: Do not hold back or save
up feedback. Oftentimes the most
valuable feedback is done in-between
meetings. Being immediate with your
feedback helps to understand the
message and people can relate to
what you are directly referring to. This
way of giving feedback right away can
help prevent situations from blowing
up and improves the learning process
as the brain can learn best by being
caught in the moment. Moreover, you
are normalizing the process, which
makes tough conversations easier
using direct “Situations” as a trigger
for performance appraisal.

Consequence-oriented: Try to name
exactly how certain actions impacted
you or the environment to give a sense
of purpose and meaning to your
feedback. Having a certain logic
between feedback points and showing
how they can improve in the future is
crucial. Therefore, try to be
“Consequence-oriented” in your
feedback by linking the behavior of the
person to the impact their actions
have.

Measurable

Situational

Consequence-
oriented



Leveraging 
Feedback for 
Growth
Effectively receiving feedback

Reacting to rude criticism or feedback
believed to be unwarranted is also an
important skill in a transparent
feedback culture. Negative reactions or
heated discussions can quickly damage
an open system. Therefore, it is key to
stay calm and collected by taking a
breath and a step back from the
situation. As a first step, it can be
helpful to write down the exact
message to take the emotion out of it.
Often, one subconsciously distorts the
message received to match the
personal image of the messenger or
their intentions. Writing it down forces
rational thinking. Then, one can
continue to decide how to react to the
feedback received. Still, remaining a
stagnant consumer of feedback can be
just as counterproductive to a fruitful
feedback culture. With the mindset
described above in place, motivation
to seek feedback independently should
rise significantly. By knowing the right
way to ask for feedback one can
actively influence the type of feedback
received. Asking someone not
generally, but for one specific aspect
they believe could be improved upon
in a certain field will make it much
easier for them to know what
information is being sought after and
how to deliver it accordingly. One
could ask a teammate, “If you had to
name one thing that I could do to
improve our performance as a group
what would it be?”. This way,
coworkers will know exactly how to
respond.

Dfdlkjadskl;aflkj

The importance of self-reflection

Even if feedback is received and given
effectively, it may not lead to the
desired outcome. The key element that
is missing to make the most out of
feedback is self-reflection - the process
of observing and analysing oneself.
The main purpose of self-reflection is
to bring clarity into feedback
interventions and to effectively
implement them. Reflecting on one’s
behavior in a certain situation or
thinking back on feedback, allows one
to realize what actively needs to be
worked on. It may become clear that
work was completed inefficiently or
perhaps a team member was treated
poorly. This process is crucial to
develop professionally and it increases
emotional intelligence, an essential
leadership skill. In addition to this, self-
reflection creates an opportunity to
measure progress in a positive way.
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Begin with mindset to make the
feedback process more rewarding

Seek feedback more actively in a 
constructive way

Take time to self-reflect and analyse 
the feedback you receive

Clarify goals and create steps to 
actively impelement feedback

4-Step Approach to Growth



For instance, one can identify moments
where feedback was responded to or
implemented extremely well. As a
result, it can provide a sense of
achievement and increase
motivation. Therefore, reflection is
particularly important for enhancing a
feedback culture.

How to self-reflect

The issue with traditional feedback
interventions is that, in general,
employees take too little time and
effort to actively engage in meaningful
reflection. This is primarily due to the
relentless pace and orientation towards
the performance of the current work
environment. Thus, it is crucial to take
time to reflect and make it part of one’s
routine. The first step in the reflection
process is to describe the feedback in
terms of the feelings it evoked. During
this step, it is helpful to write the
feedback down to gain a greater
overview. Thereafter one needs to
evaluate carefully what was
communicated. It is crucial to remain
objective in this step and not to let
feelings hinder this process.
Afterwards, one can establish an action
plan in which key findings are
summarized and further ideas for
improvement are derived. Besides,
goals and steps on how to effectively
implement the feedback should be
developed. This stage is especially
important for self-accountability and to
be able to measure one’s own progress
at a later point.

Reflection on a group level

Self-reflection is not only crucial on a
personal level, but equally important
on a group level. Therefore, groups
need to consider how the group can
achieve effective feedback
interventions. First and foremost, it is
crucial to actively take the time to
evaluate group performance. Each
member of the team needs to reflect

on their personal behaviour and
feedback style, but also on the group’s
strengths and weaknesses regarding
development through feedback. As
group-reflection is also a continuous
process it should be measured clearly
and accessible to all members, for
instance with an evaluation sheet or a
shared goal list.
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Set and clarify goals

Take time to self-reflect

Create a plan to implement feedback

Measure personal progress

Be objective

»

»

»

»

»

Feedback on an individual level

Set and clarify goals

Take time to evaluate group                          
performance

Analyse to what extent feedback is 
instigated by each group member

Measure group performance 

Create a group culture that 
stimulates feedback

»

»

»

»

»

Feedback on a group level



Feedback in a 
Digital 
Environment
During the past months, working in
virtual teams has been the “new
normality” for most business around
the world. Remote work or working
from home is not a trend anymore – it
is here to stay, and feedback becomes
even more important when working
remotely. Working from home for an
extended period of time has its
benefits but it can also be stressful for
the best of teams. The solution is
to stay connected and coordinated
with one another as much as possible.

One might think that when working
with someone miles away, feedback
would be difficult, or something left at
the bottom of the activities list. You
might be surprised to know that it’s
quite the opposite. When there’s no
face-to-face interaction, feedback can
be more honest, more direct, it takes
less time and will give you better
results. There are simple reasons for
that.

First, as we all know, feedback is
helpful information or criticism about
prior action or behavior from an
individual, communicated from another
individual or a group, who can use that
information to adjust and improve
current and future actions and
behaviors. It can also help to make
better decisions and it allows us to
build and maintain communication with
others.

All this makes people on the team
more engaged in the work process.
They will show more involvement and
loyalty once giving feedback becomes
a regular practice. And in a virtual
environment, when your employees are
not on the same building, city or
country as you, feedback can be a lot
more effective than having them
inhouse.

It is up to employers to ensure they
provide the right tools, as well as an
environment where people clearly
understand how their work contributes
to the overall success of the business
and remain engaged through regular
feedback and development
opportunities.
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Make time for feedback

Successful online feedback

Keep teams aligned

Use the right tools

Create a positive 
feedback habit

Track employee 
engagement

Leverage a 360-degree
feedback culture
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Frame feedback 
positively to enable 

more growth

Others have data 
about your 

performance that 
cannot be reached 

without asking!

Make efficient use 
of feedback 

through regular 
self-reflection

Conclusion
Fostering a transparent feedback
culture is a challenge that faces most
organizations. To face this challenge
effectively, it is important to keep a few
key goals in mind:

Feedback often has a bad reputation,
so the orientation of employees
towards the feedback process and the
opportunities it provides needs to be
adapted as a first order. Next to this, it
is important to know how different
ways of delivering feedback will
influence outcomes. Focusing on
measurable, situational, and
consequence-oriented evaluations will
set everyone on the right path for
growth. The same goes for processing
messages in an effective way. Teaching
oneself to remain calm and distanced

is key to being able to make good use
of feedback. Finally, engaging in
regular self-reflection will ensure that
positive growth is continuous. Self-
reflection provides a unique
opportunity to track one’s own
progress.

If your company recognizes the
challenges of establishing a
transparent feedback culture, we would
be delighted to get in contact with
you. MSC advises companies on this
and many other topics, always using
the innovative perspective of the most
talented students to challenge the
status quo, develop new concepts and
deliver meaningful results. You can
reach us via:
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Neutralize 
emotional reactions 
to keep focused on 
the main message

Clearly 
communicate 

observations to 
ensure effective 

change

Facilitate informal 
feedback sessions 

in-between 
meetings to keep 
assessment timely  

info@maastrichtconsulting.com
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